Australia–based Connexion Media saw its miRoamer radio and music service app featured by Samsung at its Developer Conference in San Francisco.

The Samsung conference included a stand dedicated to MirrorLink with Samsung demonstrating the miRoamer app to attendees on the MirrorLink system. Samsung is a strong supporter of MirrorLink and has already enabled it in the Galaxy Note 4 and Galaxy Note Edge devices.

Samsung will showcase the miRoamer app in both their mobile devices as well as car stereo head units.

MirrorLink specialises in connectivity between smartphones and car infotainment systems with a simple cable connection providing drivers with access to phone applications using a vehicle’s navigation screen and dashboard buttons.

The miRoamer radio and music service app aggregates global content providers including other aggregators, global AM/FM radio services, a platinum service featuring additional options such as genre-based content and virtual storage of music.

Last month Connexion Media announced Continental has agreed to use the miRoamer in–car music technology.
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